
CS109A Notes for Lecture 3/8/95Properties of Binary Relations1. Symmetry: aRb implies bRa.Example: De�ne aR1b i� a + b is divisible by 3.R1 is symmetric.Example: The empty relation is symmetric.� Remember, any statement \A implies B" istrue when A is false.2. Transitivity: aRb and bRc imply aRc.Example:� < on integers is transitive.� So is the empty relation.� R1 is not transitive. e.g., 2R11 and 1R15, but2R15 is false.Note: a single counterexample proves arelation doesn't have a certain property,but a general proof is needed to show itdoes.3. Reexivity: aRa for all a in the (declared)domain of R.Example:� � on integers is reexive.� < is not.� The empty relation is not reexive unless thedeclared domain is empty.4. Antisymmetry: aRb and bRa imply a = b.Example:� � and < on integers are both antisymmetric.� R1 is not; e.g., 1R12 and 2R11.5. Comparability: For any a and b in the de-clared domain of R, at least one of aRb andbRa holds. 1



Example:� � on integers is comparable.� < is not, because of the possibility a = b.� R1 is not; e.g., neither 2R13 nor 3R12.Partial OrdersA relation that is transitive and antisymmetric.Example: � or < on integers.Example: The subsets of a given set A form apartial order.� Transitivity: If B � C and C � D, thenB � D.� Antisymmetry: If B � C and C � B, thenB = C.Example: C = \component of" on autoparts, e.g. tireCwheel, nutCwheel, wheelCcar,nutCengine, pistonCengine.Total OrdersComparable partial order.Example:� � or < on integers.� Not � on subsets of A, as long as A has atleast two members.e.g., if A = f0; 1g, neither f0g � f1g norf1g � f0g is true.� Not \component of."For example, neither wheelCengine norengineCwheel are true.Equivalence RelationsReexive, symmetric, transitive.Example: Common example: congruence mod-ulo m. 2



� i.e., iEj i� i and j have the same remainderwhen divided by m.� Be careful how remainders are computed fornegative numbers. The remainder is howmuch must be subtracted from i to reach amultiple of m.e.g., �5 mod 3 = 1, although 5 mod 3 =2.Equivalence ClassesIf E is an equivalence relation, we can partitionthe domain of E into sets called equivalence classessuch that:� aEb if and only if a and b are in the sameequivalence class.� Proof on p. 393 FCS that this de�nitionmakes sense, i.e., it is possible to partitionthe domain of an equivalence relation in thisway.Example: If E is congruence modulo m, theequivalence classes are the m sets of integers withcommon remainders, e.g., f0;m; 2m; : : :g, f1;m+1; 2m+ 1; : : :g, etc.� Each set also includes negative integers.Example: Balanced parenthesis strings can bede�ned as those strings of parens that1. Have an equal number of left and right parens.2. No pre�x has more right parens than left.� Good model of problem in compiling: Scana string of parens left-to-right and determinewhether it is balanced.Equivalence-relation question: howmuchdo we have to remember about the stringas we scan it?� De�ne sEt if strings s and t have the propertythat for all strings x, sx is balanced i� tx isbalanced. 3



i.e., all we have to remember about thestring is what equivalence class it belongsin.� Easy to check E is an equivalence relation,e.g., transitivity: \sx is balanced i� tx is bal-anced" and \tx is balanced i� rx is balanced"imply \sx is balanced i� rx is balanced."� What are equivalence classes?1. There is one class of \dead" strings. theyhave had a point with more right parensthan left, so no continuation can lead toa balanced string.2. For each i there is a class Ci of stringswith i more left parens, and no pre�xwhose right parens exceed the left.� If i 6= j, then choosing x =)) � � �) (i parens)leads to balance for any string in Ci, but nostring in Cj .Thus, strings in di�erent classes cannotbe equivalent.� If s and t are both in Ci, and x is a string suchthat sx is balanced, then tx is also balanced.Why?Thus, all strings in the same class areequivalent.� Conclusion: it is su�cient, when recognizingbalanced strings, to record:a) Has the di�erence of left-parens minusright-parens ever gone negative?b) If not, what is the current di�erence?
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